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Experiments at the University of Illinois with automatic track initi» 
ation, similar to that proposed in CSL report R » 3 h a v e  led to the obser­
vation that radar reports should be inhibited from automatically initiating 
tracks in the immediate neighborhood of present positions of objects already 
being trackedo
Consider the case of a well»established track whose firmness figure 
is high and whose association bin is therefore small» Then consider the 
occurrence of an erratic radar report, from the same aircraft or from 
noise, but just lying outside of the small association bin» If the erratic 
report is allowed to initiate a track it will do so with the large associ» 
ation bin appropriate for a track of unknown velocity»
The new track, with its large association bin, can then be continued 
by either precise or erratic reports» The old track can only be continued 
by precise reports» At first the new track has a higher probability of 
capturing additional reports and therefore of surviving than the old track5 
then as the association bin of the old track enlarges and that of the new 
track shrinks the probabilities of survival tend to become equal» From 
this time on either the new or the old track may be continued by the sue» 
ceeding reports» For a simple sorting logic such as described in R»3£ the 
old track will have a fifty-fifty chance of losing out to a newly initiated 
neighboring track» If the new track is continued and the old track dies 
then the track number will have to be reassigned and furthermore identity 
and status information determined for the aircraft and stored with the old 
track number will be lost, or will have to be transferred (manually or
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otherwise) to the new track® The number of times that such an operation 
becomes necessary should certainly be minimized®
It is proposed to avoid this difficulty by inhibiting any report 
from automatically initiating a track if the report lies within a distance 
E from the predicted position of any existing track* where E is several 
times the normal association bin of a well established tracko
In the sorting and tracking computer proposed in R«3£* this would 
amount to making two judgments on the difference /§-x| between the ob­
served and predicted coordinates® A table of consequences then can be 
constructed as followss
¡1 - * A < J ......
associate the report 
with track i
X -
inhibit the initia­
tion of a new report 
but continue to search 
for an association
X
continue to search for 
an association and do 
not inhibit the initi­
ation of a new track by 
this report
X
Once such a feature is incorporated into the computer, an entirely 
different additional use of the feature is possible* namely area-blanking 
of the automatic initiation process® This can be accomplished by manu­
ally inserting fictitious tracks into the memory of the computer at
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by a square 2E miles on a side, maps out the areas in which automatic 
initiation is to be inhibited* These tracks might be called anti-tracks * 
They would have to be so marked that their firmness would remain fixed 
at a value above the level chosen for track-scratching and that would 
not be associated with them*
Manual initiation of tracks or automatic continuation of existing 
tracks through such areas is not to be restricted by this proposed
scheme
